
Much of this (up to and including cofinality) is taken fromSet Theoryby Thomas
Jech [Jec03], but you can probably find it in any reasonable set theory book. The rest
is from Hovey’s bookModel Categories[Hov99].

1 Well-ordered sets

A linearly ordered set(P,<) is well-orderedif every nonempty subset ofP has a least
element. A mapf of ordered sets isincreasingif x≥ y⇒ f (x)≥ f (y).

Lemma 1.1. Suppose that(W,<) is well-ordered. If f: W → W is an increasing
function, then f(x)≥ x for all x∈W.

Corollary 1.2. The only automorphism of a well-ordered set is the identity.

Corollary 1.3. If W1 and W2 are isomorphic well-ordered sets, there is a unique iso-
morphism between them.

Given a well-ordered setW and an elementu∈W, theinitial segmentgiven byu is
{x∈W : x < u}.

Lemma 1.4. No well-ordered set is isomorphic to an initial segment of itself.

Theorem 1.5. For any well-ordered sets W1 and W2, exactly one of the following holds:

1. W1 is isomorphic to W2.

2. W1 is isomorphic to an initial segment of W2.

3. W2 is isomorphic to an initial segment of W1.

If W1 andW2 are isomorphic well-ordered sets, say that they have the sameorder
type.

2 Ordinals

A setT is transitiveif every element ofT is a subset ofT. (That is,T is a subset of its
power set.) A set is anordinal number(or anordinal) if it is transitive and well-ordered
by∈. For ordinalsα andβ, defineα < β if α ∈ β.

• 0 = /0 is an ordinal.

• If α is an ordinal andβ ∈ α, thenβ is an ordinal.

• If α andβ are distinct ordinals andα ⊂ β, thenα ∈ β.

• If α andβ are ordinals, then eitherα ⊂ β or β ⊂ α.

The class of ordinals, Ord, has these properties:

• Ord is linearly ordered by<.
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• For eachα ∈Ord,α = {β : β < α}.

• For eachα, α∪{α} is an ordinal, andα∪{α}= inf{β : β > α}.

So defineα + 1 to beα∪{α}; this is called thesuccessorto α. If α = β + 1 for
someβ, thenα is called asuccessor ordinal. If α is not a successor ordinal, then
α = sup{β : β < α}, andα is called alimit ordinal.

Theorem 2.1. Every well-ordered set is isomorphic to a unique ordinal number.

Let β be a limit ordinal. Aβ-sequenceis a function whose domain isβ:

〈aξ : ξ < β〉.

If 〈αξ : ξ < β〉 is a nondecreasingsequence of ordinals (soξ < η implies αξ < αη),
then thelimit of the sequence is

lim
ξ→β

αξ = sup{αξ : ξ < β}.

Examples of ordinals:

0 = {}
1 = {0}
2 = {0,1}
3 = {0,1,2}
...

ω = {0,1,2, . . .}
ω+1 = {0,1,2, . . . ;ω}

...

3 Cardinals

An ordinalα is acardinal numberif |α| 6= |β| for all β < α.
If W is well-ordered, there is an ordinalα such that|W| = |α|, so let|W| denote

the least ordinalα such that|W| = |α|. (By the axiom of choice, every set can be
well-ordered, so we can extend this notation to any setW.)

Note: all infinite cardinals are limit ordinals.

4 Cofinality and κ-filtered ordinals

Let α > 0 be a limit ordinal. An increasingβ-sequence〈αξ : ξ < β〉, for β a limit
ordinal, iscofinal in α if lim ξ→β αξ = α. Similarly, A⊂ α is cofinal in α if supA = α.
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For α an infinite limit ordinal, let cfα be the least limit ordinalβ such that there is
an increasingβ-sequence〈αξ : ξ < β〉 with limξ→β αξ = α; this is called thecofinality
of α. Note that cfα ≤ α always.

From [Hov99, Section 2.1]: given a cardinalκ, an ordinalα is κ-filtered if it is a
limit ordinal and, ifA⊆ α and|A| ≤ κ, then supA < α. This holds if and only if the
cofinality of α is greater thanκ.

For example, ifκ is finite, then aκ-filtered ordinal is just an infinite limit ordinal.
If κ is infinite, the smallestκ-filtered ordinal is the first cardinalκ1 larger thanκ.

5 Smallness

(This material is taken from [Hov99, Section 2.1].)
Suppose thatC is a category with all small colimits,D is a collection of morphisms

of C , A is an object ofC andκ is a cardinal. We say thatA is κ-small relative toD if,
for all κ-filtered ordinalsλ and allλ-sequences

X0 → X1 → ··· → Xβ → ··· ,

such that each mapXβ → Xβ+1 is in D, the map of sets

colimβ<λ C (A,Xβ)→ C (A,colimβ<λ Xβ)

is an isomorphism. We say thatA is small relative toD if it is κ-small for someκ. We
say thatA is small if it is small relative to the whole categoryC . We say thatA is finite
relative toD if it is κ-small relative toD for some finite cardinalκ, and similarly,A is
finite if it is finite relative toC . Finite means that maps fromA commute with colimits
of arbitraryλ-sequences, for any limit ordinalλ.

Examples:

• In the category of sets, every set is small. The finite sets (in the usual sense) are
precisely the sets that are finite according to the above definition.

• In the category ofR-modules, every module is small. Every finitely presented
R-module is finite.

• In the category of topological spaces, the set{0,1} with the indiscrete topology
is not small.
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